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as a Case Study in Comparative
Vertebrate Intelligence
Andreas Nieder*

Animal Physiology Unit, Institute of Neurobiology, University of Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany

The question of whether some non-human animal species are more intelligent than
others is a reoccurring theme in comparative psychology. To convincingly address
this question, exact comparability of behavioral methodology and data across species
is required. The current article explores one of the rare cases in which three
vertebrate species (humans, macaques, and crows) experienced identical experimental
conditions during the investigation of a core cognitive capability – the abstract
categorization of absolute numerical quantity. We found that not every vertebrate
species studied in numerical cognition were able to flexibly discriminate absolute
numerosity, which suggests qualitative differences in numerical intelligence are present
between vertebrates. Additionally, systematic differences in numerosity judgment
accuracy exist among those species that could master abstract and flexible judgments
of absolute numerosity, thus arguing for quantitative differences between vertebrates.
These results demonstrate that Macphail’s Null Hypotheses – which suggests that
all non-human vertebrates are qualitatively and quantitatively of equal intelligence –
is untenable.
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INTRODUCTION

Intelligence, broadly defined, is the general capacity to solve problems (Macphail, 1987). Whether
non-human vertebrate species differ in intelligence remains hotly debated in comparative
psychology. After a survey of experimental studies, Macphail (1985) adopted the “null hypothesis”
and concluded that no intelligence difference, either qualitative or quantitative, had yet been
demonstrated among non-human vertebrates. He argued that the alleged difference in intellect
could instead be attributed to a difference in some extraneous “contextual variable,” such as
species-specific variability in perception, motivation, or motor skills (Macphail, 1985, 1987).

The current article re-examines Macphail’s null hypothesis in the realm of numerical
competence. Estimating numerosity, the number of items in a set, is a type of abstract categorization
that is central to adaptive and intelligent behavior (Miller et al., 2003). In numerical categorization,
the specific sensory features of objects or events are irrelevant since what matters is the sheer
presence of elements in a set. Because humans and non-human animals share an approximate
capability to estimate numerosity (Nieder, 2019) numerosity judgments offer a “window of
opportunity” to gain insights into cognitive capabilities in a comparative way across phylogeny.

As pointed out by Macphail (1985, 1987) comparing the performances of different vertebrate
species requires commensurable approaches and data sets in order to avoid methodological
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confounds. This article exploits one of the rare cases in which
this requirement is fulfilled; it quantitatively explores absolute
numerosity judgments that have been collected under virtually
identical experimental conditions in three vertebrate species
(humans, macaques, and crows). Evivalent computer-controlled
visual task protocols were applied for all three species in
the same laboratory environment, minimizing the variability
due to task differences that usually hampers comparative
behavioral research. Additionally, all three species share an
acute visual sense, motivation to learn, drive to perform tasks,
and comparable volitional motor dexterity (hand movements
in primates, and beak/head movement in birds) that ensure
analogous contextual variables. If performance differences
surface under these conditions that rule out methodological and
contextual variables, they can be explained by true quantitative
differences in numerical capabilities as a type of intelligence.
Moreover, if such absolute numerosity judgments are only
mastered by certain cognitively advanced vertebrates, such
as mammals and birds, it stands to reason that qualitative
differences in intelligence also exist among vertebrates.

FROM RELATIVE TO ABSOLUTE
NUMEROSITY JUDGMENTS

The most intensely studied form of numerical competence
in animal cognition are “relative numerosity” judgments
(sometimes also termed “numerousness” judgments). Here,
an animal’s often spontaneous ability to select the numerical
quantity that is larger relative to another quantity is tested
(Nieder, 2020a). For instance, when choosing between food
items (Stancher et al., 2015) or seeking shelter among groups of
conspecifics (Agrillo et al., 2008) animals tend to “go for more.”

More advanced relative numerosity judgments have been
explored in laboratory studies with trained animals. When
macaques and pigeons were trained to sequentially choose
numerosity displays according to ascending numerical values
(e.g., 1–2–3), both species showed an ordinal understanding
of numerical quantity by transferring their behavior to novel
ranges of numerosities (Brannon and Terrace, 1998; Scarf
et al., 2011; Scarf and Colombo, 2020). Nevertheless, judging
relative numerosity is probably the simplest form of numerical
competence because it does not require a representation of the
absolute quantity values.

Many classic studies primarily using rodents trained these
animals to detect one and the same specific numerosity as
a rewarded conditioned stimulus. For instance, rodents were
trained to discriminate two specific numbers of sensory signals
(Fernandes and Church, 1982; Davis and Albert, 1986) or to
produce one specific number of lever presses to receive a
reward (Mechner, 1958; Meck and Church, 1983; Çavdaroğlu
and Balcı, 2016). However, rodents and many other vertebrates
so far have never been trained to flexibly detect any possible
absolute numerosity in random trials. Only if animals can
flexibly represent any specific numerosity from any other value
do they show absolute numerosity representations. Besides
humans, only simian primates (chimpanzees: Matsuzawa, 1985;

Murofushi, 1997; rhesus macaque: Cantlon and Brannon, 2007a;
Merten and Nieder, 2009) and selected bird species (parrot:
Pepperberg, 1994; pigeons: Xia et al., 2001; corvids: Smirnova
et al., 2000; Ditz and Nieder, 2016) have been shown to master
flexible absolute numerosity judgments. This suggests qualitative
differences in numerical intelligence between species.

Absolute numerosity discriminations have been investigated
in different vertebrate species using a delayed match-to-
numerosity task (DMNT) (Figure 1A; Nieder et al., 2002). In
the DMNT, motivated subjects discriminate numerosities that
are carefully controlled for non-numerical features for reward
(Figure 1B). A typical trial in a visual DMNT begins when a
variable target numerosity (the sample) is presented on a screen.
The subject has to recognize and then memorize the numerosity
over a brief delay period. If the same target numerosity (a
match) is shown again in the subsequent test phase, the subject
is required to respond. However, if a deviant (smaller or larger)
numerosity (a non-match) is presented in the test phase, the
subject must withhold responding and wait for the next test
stimulus, which always is a match. Match and non-match are
presented with equal probability of p = 0.5. The accuracy of
numerosity discrimination performance is calculated by dividing
the number of correct responses by the number of total responses
(correct plus erroneous responses) for the match and all non-
match test stimuli.

Using a DMNT with virtually identical experimental
conditions, detailed psychophysical characterization of absolute
numerosity representations have been obtained in humans
(Merten and Nieder, 2009), rhesus macaques (Nieder and
Miller, 2003; Nieder et al., 2006; Merten and Nieder, 2009;
Nieder, 2012), and carrion crows (Ditz and Nieder, 2015,
2016, 2020). These data allow us to characterize the subjective
representations of numerosity in detail. When both smaller and
larger non-match numerosity displays are presented besides the
matching target numerosity, the subjects’ responses give rise
to bell-shaped performance functions (or “probability density
functions”) (Figure 1C). These performance functions represent
the likelihood that any number is perceived as being equal to a
specific objective target number (typically located at the center
of the function). For instance, two monkeys made most mistakes
for non-match numerosity adjacent to the target numerosity;
only with increasing numerical distance of the non-match
numerosities from the target numerosity did the monkeys err
less and less, which resulted in the slopes of the bell-shaped
performance functions fading away (Nieder and Miller, 2003).
Thus, the performance functions graphically indicate a subject’s
subjective numerical representation of objective numbers.

QUANTIFICATION OF NUMBER
DISCRIMINATION ACCURACY

The finding that absolute numerosity discriminations result
in performance distributions of some width clearly shows
that the non-symbolic discrimination of numerical quantity
is an approximate estimation process. Several psychophysical
signatures of non-symbolic number representations can be
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FIGURE 1 | Discrimination performance for simultaneously presented small numerosities. (A) Layout of the delayed match-to-numerosity task (DMNT) for dot arrays.
(B) Example stimulus protocols for numerosity 1–5 that control for different non-numerical parameters. (C) Average numerosity performance functions of two rhesus
macaques in the DMNT for target numerosity 2–6 (data from Nieder and Miller, 2003). (D) Average numerosity performance functions of two carrion crows in the
DMNT for target numerosity 1–5 (data from Ditz and Nieder, 2015). (E) Weber fractions for small simultaneous-numerosity discriminations of two macaques and two
crows. Weber fractions derived from the functions shown in (C,D), respectively.

extracted from these performance functions. First, while similar
numerical quantities are difficult to discriminate, discrimination
performance systematically improves with increasing difference

(or distance) between two quantities; this finding is called
“numerical distance effect.” Second, discrimination worsens at
the same time with increasing magnitudes so that the numerical
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distance between numerosities must increase in proportion
with the absolute magnitudes to enable discrimination; this
phenomenon is called the ‘numerical size effect.’ Both numerical
distance and size effects are captured by Weber’s law. It states
that the just-noticeable difference (“JND,” 1I, or “difference
limen”; i.e., the stimulus difference that allows 50% correct
discrimination) between two magnitudes divided by the reference
magnitude, I, is a constant (1I/I = c) (Weber, 1850). The widths
of the resulting performance distributions reflect the numerical
distance effect, while the progressive broadening of the functions
in proportion to increasing magnitude mirror the numerical size
effect (Figure 1C).

In addition, a third signature surfaces on top of Weber’s
law: relative to a given reference number, subjects find it
easier to discriminate smaller numbers, and more difficult to
discriminate larger number (Figure 1C). This effect results in
performance functions being mildly asymmetric when plotted
on a linear number scale (Figure 1C). This asymmetry of the
performance functions is predicted by Fechner’s law which states
that the subjective sensation of number, S, is proportional to the
logarithm of the objective stimulus magnitude, I [S = k log(I)]
(Fechner, 1860). Both Weber’s and Fechner’s laws hold true in
psychophysical assessments of numerosity discriminations across
species (Nieder and Miller, 2003; Merten and Nieder, 2009; Ditz
and Nieder, 2016). Signatures of Weber’s law in numerosity
discrimination are a clear sign of an internal “approximate
number system” (ANS). The ANS has been found consistently
for numerosity judgments in innumerate humans (Gordon, 2004;
Pica et al., 2004; Frank et al., 2008) or humans prevented from
counting (Whalen et al., 1999; Cordes et al., 2001; Merten
and Nieder, 2009), as well as in a multitude of animal species
(Nieder, 2020b) from primates (Nieder and Miller, 2003; Cantlon
and Brannon, 2006) to bees (Dacke and Srinivasan, 2008;
Howard et al., 2018).

To quantify discrimination accuracy, the Weber fraction is
calculated. The Weber fraction expresses how much two stimuli
need to differ in magnitude in order for a subject to be able
to detect a difference between those two stimuli (i.e., “JND” or
“difference limen”). Due to the logarithmic relationship that is
stated by Fechner’s law and has been confirmed experimentally
for numerosity discriminations in humans, monkeys, and crows
(Nieder and Miller, 2003; Merten and Nieder, 2009; Ditz and
Nieder, 2016; Piantadosi and Cantlon, 2017) the JND (and thus
the Weber fractions) for numerosities smaller and larger than
the target numerosity differ (Figure 2A). The JNDS (n-nS) for
numerosities smaller (nS) that the target (n) is smaller than the
JNDL (n-nR) for numerosities larger (nR) that the target (n).
Therefore, the left (toward smaller) and right (toward higher
numbers) segments of the performance function need to be
calculated separately when plotted on a linear number axis
(van Oeffelen and Vos, 1982). Thus, the Weber fraction (WS) for
numerosities smaller than the target is

WS = (n− nS) /nS (1)

The Weber fraction (WL) for numerosities larger than the
target is

WL = (nL − n) /n (2)

FIGURE 2 | Ideal numerosity performance function. (A) Ideal numerosity
performance function for target numerosity 10 plotted on a linear number
scale (top graph). The function shows a steeper slope toward smaller, and a
shallower slope toward higher numerosity. As a result, the just-noticeable
difference (JND, indicated by dotted colored lines) at which numerosities
smaller (nS) and larger numerosities (nL) can be discriminated in 50% from the
target (n) is smaller on the left compared to the right side of the function. (B)
When the same function is plotted on a logarithmic number scale, the function
becomes symmetric and the JNDs are equal on either side of the function
(bottom graph).

To arrive at a single Weber-fraction value for a target numerosity,
WS and WL need to be averaged. Alternatively, the data can be
plotted on a logarithmic scale in agreement with Fechner’s law,
which renders the JND toward smaller and larger numerosities
equal (Figure 2B). The smaller the Weber fraction, the higher
is the discrimination accuracy. With the Weber fraction as an
objective measure of discriminability, the judgment of absolute
numerosities can be compared quantitatively.

NUMEROSITY DISCRIMINATION
ACCURACY WITH SIMULTANEOUSLY
PRESENTED ITEMS

By far most studies dealing with non-symbolic numerosity
representations have employed item arrays as stimuli (i.e., ∴)
(Figure 1A). Numerosity stimuli have to be carefully controlled
for non-numerical variables because the number of items is
intrinsically correlated with many other features of a physical
stimulus. For instance, when the number of dots is increased,
usually also the total amount of area covered by all dots
and the density of the dots increases. Since primates and
birds are sensitive to non-numerical magnitudes (Tudusciuc
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and Nieder, 2010; Moll and Nieder, 2014) a subject could
in fact respond to changing item sizes or density rather
than numbers. Unfortunately, it is physically not possible
to control for all non-numerical factors simultaneously
in a single stimulus display. The best way to tackle the
problem of non-numerical cues is to control – unbeknown
to the subject – one parameter after the other in separate
stimulus configurations (Figure 1B). If a subject abstracts
across these parameters and responds equally to these
systematically varied numerosity stimuli, it is safe to conclude
that the subject responds to number. The application of
such control stimuli demonstrated that the subjects indeed
responded to the number or items, not to non-numerical
factors (Nieder et al., 2002; Merten and Nieder, 2009;
Ditz and Nieder, 2015, 2016).

When simultaneously presented items are scattered across
space, they can be assessed at one glance. This is evidenced
by monkeys responding with similar reaction times to different
simultaneously presented numerical values (Nieder and Miller,
2004b; Merten and Nieder, 2009). As an exception to this pattern,
animals usually respond faster to very small numerosities 1
and 2 (Merten and Nieder, 2009). In addition, when the
number of items in the displays increased, the monkeys
showed the same number of eye movements prior to a
decision; they did not scan individual items one after the
other before responding. Both findings indicate that non-
symbolic estimation of number in dot arrays is a parallel process
because serial enumeration would require increasing reaction
times with increasing numerical values (Mandler and Shebo,
1982). Thus, the simultaneous number estimation constitutes a
specific type of enumeration that differs from a counting-like
sequential process.

In initial studies, monkeys (Figure 1C) and crows (Figure 1D)
were required to discriminate small sample numerosities (usually
from 1 to 5) from other small numerosities. The average Weber
fraction of two rhesus monkeys for sample numerosities 2–5
was 0.36 (+/− 0.03 std) (Nieder and Miller, 2003) which was
significantly smaller than the average Weber fraction of 0.49
(+/− 0.07 std) of two carrion crows for the same numerosity
range (Ditz and Nieder, 2015) (p < 0.05; one-tailed paired t-test;
n = 4) (Figure 1E). Similar small Weber fractions were obtained
for a third monkey (see Figure 3B in Merten and Nieder,
2009). Thus, for small numerosities, macaques discriminate more
precisely than crows.

A similar advantage for primates emerged when larger sample
numerosities ranging from 4 to 30 were applied (Figures 3A–C).
While the performance of two macaques exhibited an average
Weber fraction of 0.55 (+/− 0.04 std) (Merten and Nieder,
2009), crows showed a much higher Weber fraction of 1.42
(+/− 0.18 std) (Ditz and Nieder, 2016) (p < 0.05; two-tailed
paired t-test; n = 5) (Figure 3D). The dramatically increased
large-numerosity Weber fractions of the same two crows that
showed smaller values when tested with small numerosities (Ditz
and Nieder, 2015) may partly be explained by much larger
numerical distances of the non-match numerosities relative to the
sample numerosity. In other words, the crows were not forced
to discriminate as precisely as in the previous study in which

FIGURE 3 | Discrimination performance for simultaneously presented large
numerosities. (A) Average numerosity performance functions of two carrion
crows in the delayed match-to-numerosity task (DMNT) for target numerosity
1–30 (data from Ditz and Nieder, 2016). (B) Average numerosity performance
functions of two rhesus macaques in the DMNT for target numerosity 1–30
(data from Merten and Nieder, 2009). (C) Average numerosity performance
functions of 20 humans in the DMNT for target numerosity 1–30 (data from
Merten and Nieder, 2009). (D) Weber fractions for large
simultaneous-numerosity discriminations of two crows, two macaques, and
20 humans. Weber fractions derived from the functions shown in (A–C),
respectively.
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minimal numerical distances of one between all numerosities
were applied (Ditz and Nieder, 2015).

The same study that tested two rhesus macaques also
tested 20 adult humans with the same stimuli, apparatus,
and protocol (Merten and Nieder, 2009). Due to the rapid
presentation of sample and test stimuli, humans were not able
to count larger numbers of items symbolically (Figure 3C).
Interestingly, humans showed the identical Weber fraction of
0.55 (+/− 0.12) as the two monkeys when non-symbolically
discriminating numerosities 4–30 (p > 0.05; two-tailed paired
t-test; n = 14). Overall, the data from both small and large
numerosity discriminations argue that (human and non-human)
primates are more precise when discriminating number in
simultaneously presented item arrays.

NUMEROSITY DISCRIMINATION
ACCURACY WITH SEQUENTIALLY
PRESENTED ITEMS

The concept of numerosity does not only apply for item arrays,
but also for items presented over time (Figure 4A). If items are
presented one after the other in a temporal succession (i.e., •- •-
•, etc.), they need to be evaluated in sequence. Although only few
studies tested sequential enumeration, it is not only more relevant
for the auditory and tactile sense, but also more similar to actual
counting, which is a sequential process.

Stimuli testing sequential enumeration need to be carefully
controlled for temporal variables because it usually takes longer
to present more items. The necessary stimulus configurations that
control for a variety of temporal factors have been applied in
studies with monkeys and crows. They show that the subjects
indeed responded to the number of sequentially presented items,
and not to temporal factors (Nieder et al., 2006; Nieder, 2012; Ditz
and Nieder, 2020).

Detailed performance data for the enumeration of visual
sequences of flashed dots are available for two monkeys
(Figure 4B; Nieder, 2012) and two crows (Figure 4C; Ditz and
Nieder, 2020). With an average Weber fraction of 0.31 (+/−
0.17), the two monkeys showed significantly better accuracy then
the two crows with a Weber fraction of 0.59 (+/− 0.13) (p < 0.05;
two-tailed paired t-test; n = 4) (Figure 4D). Just as with the
simultaneous numerosity protocol, monkeys also outperformed
crows in the sequential numerosity protocol.

The monkeys’ performance is reminiscent of the performance
of adult humans in non-symbolic sequential enumeration tasks.
When human subjects produce target numbers of key presses
at rates that made symbolic counting difficult or impossible,
or by preventing them from counting by saying “the” at every
press, similar precision was reported. In these human studies, the
coefficient of variation (CV, the ratio of the standard deviation
and mean) was used as a measure of number discriminability
(Whalen et al., 1999; Cordes et al., 2001). On average, the CV of
humans was around 0.2.

Even though the CV erroneously assumes symmetric
performance distributions and is not directly related to the
Weber fraction, we calculated the CV for the same monkey

(Nieder, 2012) and crow data (Ditz and Nieder, 2020) from
Gauss functions fitted to the sequential performance functions.
For sequential enumeration, crows had a much larger average
CV of 0.39. However, with a value of 0.19, the monkeys
demonstrated a discrimination accuracy almost identical to
humans. Just as with simultaneous numerosity protocols,
the non-symbolic numerosity discrimination accuracy of
humans and monkeys also matches for sequential protocols and
surpassed those of crows.

FROM BEHAVIOR TO NEURONS

The controlled DMNT not only allows a detailed characterization
of behavioral numerosity representations, but also offers the
opportunity of combining behavioral and brain research. Not
only does combining controlled behavior with simultaneous
neurophysiological recordings give us a direct way to learn about
how the brain gives rise to numerical competence, it also allows us
a way to derive more objective signatures of cognitive capabilities
at the level of the neural substrate.

The neuronal mechanisms of absolute numerosity
representations in the endbrains of the three species show
an impressive correspondence. A significant proportion of single
neurons in the human medial temporal lobe (Kutter et al., 2018)
the monkey frontal and parietal association cortices (Nieder
et al., 2002; Nieder and Miller, 2004a) and the avian brain
region “nidopallium caudolaterale” (NCL) (Ditz and Nieder,
2015, 2016) are tuned to individual preferred numerosities
presented simultaneously in dot arrays. This approximate tuning
results in peaked neuronal response functions that resemble
behavioral performance functions. Just as the behavioral
performance functions, the neuronal tuning functions show
all the characteristics of the Weber–Fechner law: neurons best
discriminate numerosities that are distant from the preferred
numerosity (mirroring the distance effect), the neuronal tuning
functions become broader with an increase of the neurons’
preferred numerosity (a reflection of the size effect), and finally
the neuronal tuning functions are best described (i.e., symmetric)
on a logarithmic number scale. Numerosity tuning functions
showing these characteristics were also indirectly derived through
functional imaging in humans (Piazza et al., 2004; Nieder, 2004;
Jacob and Nieder, 2009; Kersey and Cantlon, 2017).

This argues that the way in which numerosity-selective
neurons encode numerical quantity gives rise to the
psychophysical characteristics captured by the Weber–Fechner
law. Moreover, the quantitative parameters derived from the
neuronal tuning functions, such as the widths of the tuning
functions, are comparable between monkeys and crows (Nieder
and Miller, 2003; Ditz and Nieder, 2015). All these findings argue
that primates and crows engage the same ANS when representing
absolute numerosity.

In the human literature, it is hotly debated whether
the brain represents numerosity separately for simultaneous
versus sequential presentation formats, or abstractly and
format-independently. The neuronal data from monkeys and
crows both argue for a neuronal two-stage process when
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FIGURE 4 | Discrimination performance for sequentially presented numerosity. (A) Layout of the delayed match-to-numerosity task (DMNT) for four sequentially
presented single dot in the sample period. (B) Average numerosity performance functions of two rhesus macaques in the sequential DMNT for target numerosity 1–4
(data from Nieder, 2012). (C) Average numerosity performance functions of two carrion crows in the sequential DMNT for target numerosity 1–4 (data from Ditz and
Nieder, 2020). (D) Weber fractions for small sequential-numerosity discriminations of two macaques and two crows. Weber fractions derived from the functions
shown in (B,C), respectively.

these two fundamentally different number formats need
to be represented. During the sensory presentation stage,
the number of sequentially presented items is extracted by
one population of numerosity-tuned neurons, whereas the
numerosity in dot arrays is represented by another population of
numerosity-tuned neurons (Nieder et al., 2006; Ditz and Nieder,
2020). At this sensory stage of number processing, neurons
therefore responded format-dependently. However, once the
sensory presentation phase had ended, yet another neuronal
population represents numerosity format-independently. This
third, format-independent population of neurons maintains
numerical information in working memory and also predicts
performance success (Nieder et al., 2006; Ditz and Nieder,
2020). In summary, sequential and simultaneous number
formats engage different and temporally succeeding populations
of format-dependent and format-independent numerosity-
selective neurons.

Combining the DMNT with electrophysiological recordings
not only provided insights into the behavioral relevance of
sensory number representations (Viswanathan and Nieder,
2015), but also enables insights into how numerical information
is maintained in working memory and further processed
according to behavioral principles (rules) (Cantlon and Brannon,
2007b; Bongard and Nieder, 2010; Vallentin et al., 2012; Eiselt
and Nieder, 2013; Cantlon et al., 2016). An in-depth treatment
of the neuronal correlates of number representations is beyond
the scope of this article concerned with psychophysical results but
can be found in recent reviews (Nieder, 2016, 2020b).

CONCLUSION

In his Null Hypotheses, Macphail (1985) suggests that “neither
quantitative nor qualitative differences among the intellects of
non-human vertebrates” existed. The current analyses show
that both the quantitative and qualitative aspect of this
hypothesis are violated.

The first, quantitative aspect of Macphail (1985) Null
Hypotheses proves to be an untenable assertion. As shown
in the current review, the three vertebrate species that
master elaborate absolute numerosity judgments systematically
differ in their precision. The two primate species (humans
and monkeys) consistently showed higher (and surprisingly
similar) accuracy when discriminating numerosities in a non-
symbolic manner. If quantitative differences emerge already
for only three investigated vertebrate species, even more
pronounced differences can be expected for a broader range of
vertebrate species.

In addition, also the second, qualitative aspect of Macphail
(1985) Null Hypotheses proves to be an untenable assertion.
This is because abstract and flexible judgments of absolute
numerosity have so far only been mastered by humans, simian
primates and selected bird species, mammalian and avian species
that belong to the most cognitively advanced vertebrate classes.
This suggests that species from other vertebrate classes (fish,
amphibians, and non-avian reptiles) are not capable of flexible
absolute numerosity representations. Of course, one may argue
that the blank spots of numeracy in the vertebrate phylogenetic
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tree will be filled with time and more investigations. After all,
fish (DeLong et al., 2017) amphibians (Uller et al., 2003), and
non-avian reptiles (Gazzola et al., 2018) show relative numerical
competence. In fact, some species of teleost fish show unexpected
numerical (Miletto et al., 2020) and cognitive skills (Bloch et al.,
2019) suggesting that they may also grasp absolute numerosity
judgments. However, I predict that amphibians and non-avian
reptiles will never master absolute numerosity tasks because they
seem to lack the necessary behavioral flexibility (or intelligence)
to solve such abstract tasks.

In sum, and in contrast to Macphail’s (1985) Null Hypotheses,
clear quantitative as well as qualitative differences among
the numerical intellects of non-human vertebrates exist. In
the field of numerical competence, and most likely also
across other cognitive competence, Macphail’s Null Hypotheses
is untenable.
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